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Introduction 52
Organisms live in variable environments. Demographic rates and outcomes that integrate 53 temporal or spatial environmental variation may differ substantially from what might be 54 predicted based on short-term physiological responses to constant, non-varying experimental 55 environments. For example, population growth rates are predicted to vary with temperature as 56 described by their thermal performance curve (TPC), often equated to an organisms' thermal 57 niche ( Figure 1A) . Parameters of the thermal niche, such as the upper and lower critical 58 temperatures for population growth, or the optimal temperatures for maximum rates of 59 population growth, are important parameters in the large and growing body of synthesis research 60 that links physiological processes with projected population responses to climate change [1] [2] [3] . 61
However, elements of the thermal niche are often documented in physiological assays that use 62 constant laboratory environments. Thermally variable environments can lead to population 63 growth rates over time that differ substantially from estimates based on the average temperature 64 over the same time period [4, 5] . This difference complicates projections of population 65 performance based on physiological assays under constant conditions [6] , prompting calls for 66 ecologists to explicitly incorporate environmental variation into predictions and models of 67 population and species' performance in the field [7] . Because temporal patterns of environmental 68 variability differ across regions and the lifespans of organisms, an approach that allows 69 quantitative scaling from thermal performance curves of population growth generated under 70 constant laboratory conditions to population performance in a variable thermal regime may be 71 particularly useful for understanding patterns of abundance and distribution, and species' 72 responses to climate change. 73 74 4 Biological responses to environmental variation depend on whether the relationship between 75 performance and an environmental gradient is linear or nonlinear [5, 8, 9] , and if nonlinear, 76 whether it is accelerating with increasing temperature, or decelerating ( Figure 1A where is decelerating (i.e. negative second derivative) ( Figure 1B ). In the context of 84 temperature, the relationship between organismal or population performance and temperature, 85 captured in the thermal performance curve ( Figure 1A) , is almost always nonlinear [11] so the 86 often implicitly assumed linear relationship between environment and population growth in 87 demographic models is inadequate to describe population dynamics over temperature gradients 88 [12] . The potential ecological and evolutionary effects of Jensen's inequality have been shown in 89 several recent studies [1, 6, 13, 14] . Yet, ecologists struggle to incorporate thermal variability 90 when making predictions about the effects of temperature on growth, abundance, and 91 distributions of species in nature, often assuming that species' thermal experiences are well 92 represented by the mean temperature of their environment. 93
94
The typical shapes of TPCs ( Figure 1A ) [15] , with an accelerating phase at lower temperatures 95 and a decelerating phase at higher temperatures within a thermal performance curve suggests 96 positive effects of thermal variation at low temperatures and negative effects at high 97 5 temperatures [7, 14] . Current estimates of the consequences of temporal thermal variability for 98 population-level performance such as population growth rate have assumed a certain shape to the 99 curve (i.e. a Gaussian rise and a parabolic fall; [1]) thus forcing certain outcomes of temporal 100 variability. New evidence suggests that the shape and skew of the TPC can vary substantially 101 among species, phenotypes, or contexts [16], leading to potentially more nuanced responses to 102 environmental variation that may be predicted from empirical thermal performance curves. To 103 date, empirical tests of how temporal temperature variability affects population growth rates 104 have been based on tests at only two temperatures [17] . This restricted sampling of the TPC has 105 precluded testing of quantitative predictions based on the curvature of the TPC. 106
107
Here we tested whether population growth in a temporally variable thermal environment reflects 108 the effects of nonlinear averaging of performance at each temperature experienced. For a fast-109
growing green alga, we tested whether TPCs for population growth generated under constant 110 conditions could predict the outcome of population growth in thermally fluctuating 111 environments. We hypothesized that for populations of this alga, which has overlapping 112 generations and short generation times, population growth measured over several generations 113 would reflect the instantaneous effects of time-averaging of acute thermal responses. 114
Alternatively, if time-dependent stress or acclimation effects that depend on recent thermal 115 history modify growth rates in fluctuating environments [18] [19] [20] , then population performance in 116 naturally variable environments may not be predicted directly from TPCs generated under 117 constant laboratory conditions, and would require a more detailed understanding of the 118 mechanisms and time-course of thermal niche plasticity. 119 120 6 Following from Jensen's inequality, we predicted that increased temperature variability over the 121 range of cold temperatures to the left of the inflection point of the TPC (i.e. in the accelerating 122 portion of the curve, where the second derivative of the TPC is positive; Figure 1B ) would lead 123 to higher growth rates relative to constant conditions, and that temperature variability in the 124 range of warm temperatures to the right of the inflection point would be detrimental (i.e. where 125 the second derivative of the TPC is negative; Figures 1B and 2A , dashed curve). Then, drawing 126 on a global dataset of empirical TPCs for phytoplankton population growth rates, which vary in 127 shape (skew and position) as well as geographic origin, we use nonlinear averaging (Equation 1) 128 to estimate in situ population growth rates, given levels of in situ environmental variation at each 129 species' isolation location. We estimate the extent to which predicted growth rates at each 130 isolation location differ when they are predicted using nonlinear averaging of fluctuating 131 temperatures over time, as compared to when they are predicted based on mean annual 132 temperatures only. By including a range of phytoplankton TPC shapes from a global distribution, 133
we explore the consequences of considering thermal variability in projections of population 134 growth rates, with implications for patterns of abundance and distribution. 135 136 Methods 137
Using nonlinear averaging to predict population growth in variable environments 138
When time series of temperatures experienced by organisms are available and population growth 139 rate, is given by a thermal performance curve, = ( ), then the expected growth rate, , an approach that has been 151 incorporated into scale transition theory [7, 14, 21] ). We explore expectations and results using 152 this approach from scale transition theory as well, and compare results using both approaches, to 153 increase the toolkit for ecologists with different kinds of temperature data available (see Figure 1A) : the optimal temperature for population growth, ?@, , the minimum temperature for 228 positive population growth, ABC , the maximum temperature for positive population 229 growth, ADE , and thermal niche breadth under constant conditions, w. Here we use ABC and 230 ADE to denote the lower and upper limits of the thermal niche for population growth, and note 231 that they are analogous to, but distinct from CTmin and CTmax which are the critical lower and 232 11 upper limits for organism function [27] . Since ?@, , ABC and ADE are not parameters of 233 Equation 3 , but rather features of the curve, we identified ?@, via numerical optimization using 234 the optim function in R and ABC and ADE by finding the roots of the TPC using the uniroot 235 function in R. We quantified the analogs of these critical temperatures under thermally variable 236 conditions and refer to them as the minimum mean and maximum mean temperatures for 237 positive population growth under fluctuating conditions, ABC and ADE respectively, the mean 238 temperature for optimal growth under fluctuating conditions, ?@, , and thermal niche breadth, . 239
Because ABC from the estimated curve could be below the freezing point of seawater -1.8°C, we 240 used an additional metric of thermal breadth, in which we set ABC to be -1.8°C if it was 241 estimated to be below -1.8°C, because we assumed that Tetraselmis tetrahele cannot maintain 242 positive population growth below the freezing point of seawater. We then calculated the range of 243 temperatures over which population growth rate is positive as the difference between ABC and 244 ADE . 245
246
To generate estimates of uncertainty in critical temperatures of the TPC (e.g. T opt ) under constant 247 and variable conditions, we determined confidence intervals around fitted thermal performance 248 curves using non-parametric bootstrapping of mean-centered residuals using the nlsBoot function 249 with 999 iterations in the nlstools package in R. We calculated 95% confidence intervals as the 250 range between the 2.5 th and 97.5 th quantiles. 251
252
To test our hypothesis that the performance in varying conditions can be explained by nonlinear 253 averaging performance at each temperature experienced, we generated an expected TPC for T. 254 tetrahele under thermally fluctuating conditions. We evaluated Equation 1 with ( ) equal to 12 the TPC fitted using Equation 3 , for all values of T between 0°C and 33°C (i.e. the entire TPC). 256
We generated confidence intervals around the expected TPC under variable conditions by 257 evaluating Equation 1 for each of the 999 bootstrapped constant-environment curves and 258 calculating 95% confidence intervals as the range between the 2.5 th and 97.5 th quantiles ( Figure  259 2A, dashed band). We used daily temperature data because these data reflect diurnal and seasonal variation that is 291 central to understanding patterns of long-term population persistence in phytoplankton. 292
293

Statistical estimation of 'realized' TPCs 294
We produced two TPCs for each phytoplankton species -one generated assuming temperatures 295 remain constant through time (akin to constant lab conditions) ('constant' scenario), and one that 296 incorporates natural patterns of thermal variability from their habitat ('variable' scenario). For 297 the 'constant' scenario, we fitted Equation 3 to each species' population growth rate dataset 298 using the methods described above, and estimated a growth rate, r, for the species at the isolation 299 location using T = mean annual SST at the isolation location. For the 'variable' scenario, we 300 estimated in situ growth rates using two approaches: first using Equation 1 where T t is daily 301 temperature at the isolation location and where is the TPC fit using Equation 3, and second 302 using the scale transition theory (Taylor approximation) approach (Equation S5) where is 303 the TPC fit using Equation 3, and = 5 are the mean and standard deviation of daily 304 temperatures over the period 1981-2011. Our purpose in using these two approaches was to 305 compare the predictions made with empirical time series of temperature vs. only the mean and 306 standard deviation of the temperature distribution. We present the results from the scale 307 transition theory approach in the ESM. Then, for each species and isolation location, we applied 308 these approaches over the entire TPC, to generate an expected growth rate at each mean 309 temperature assuming a distribution of temperatures that is identical to the daily temperature 310 distribution observed over the historical time period. To do this, we first generated a synthetic 311 temperature distribution around each mean temperature from -2°C to 40°C by taking the 312 distribution of temperatures over the historical time series at each isolation location, subtracting 313 the mean, and then adding each temperature from -2°C to 40°C. We then predicted time 314 averaged growth rates as described above (using Equations 1 and S5). This process yielded a 315 'realized' TPC, which represents expected growth rates given natural patterns of temperature 316 variability. For the 'constant' and 'variable' scenarios, we compared three attributes of TPCs: 317 ?@, , ABC and ADE . Given that differences in TPCs based on constant vs variable thermal 318 environments depend on curve shape and temperature variance (Equation S5), we also explored 319 how the discrepancies in estimated critical temperatures and population growth rates at average 320 in situ temperatures depend on the shape of the TPC observed in constant lab conditions. We 321 examined the effects of curve attributes including the skew, using a curve skewness metric 322 developed by [26] (Supplementary Equation 5 in [26] ), which standardizes the absolute 323 skewness of the curve by the niche width, w, using OLS regression. All analyses were conducted conditions than constant conditions, ADE = 1.54 day -1 (95% CI: 1.52 day -1 , 1.56 day -1 ) vs. 352 ADE =1.20 day -1 (95% CI: 1.15 day -1 , 1.25 day -1 ) (Figure 2A When we estimated the TPCs of the 89 phytoplankton species for constant and varying 371 temperature regimes, we found that for the 90% of species that show negative skew (i.e. mean < 372 median), ?@, in variable environments is lower than ?@, in constant environments ( Figure 3C) , 373 while for the remaining 10% of species which show a positive skew, thermal variability is 374 expected to increase ?@, relative to ?@, . The magnitude of the difference between ?@, and 375 ?@, increases with increasing standard deviation of sea surface temperature and is well 376 explained by curve skew (slope = 85.98, 95% CI: 70.13, 101.82) and the standard deviation of 377 sea surface temperature (slope = -0.32, 95% CI: -0.40, -0.24) (Adjusted R 2 = 0.66, F 2,86 = 85.32, 378 p < 0.001) ( Figure 3C ). Phytoplankton growth rate estimates that include the effects of thermal 379 variability, , differ from those that do not account for in situ thermal variability, r, (Figure 3D , 380 F). Generally, predicted growth rates under variable conditions are lower than predicted growth 381 rates assuming constant conditions (i.e. − < 0, data points below the line y = 0 in Figure 3F) , 382 however for some species living in regions with thermal regimes typically colder than the 383 species' ?@, , growth rates in these environments can exceed those in constant conditions ( > 384 ). Importantly, the differences between and are greatest for species whose isolation locations 385 have mean temperatures that are close to their ?@, . Predicted upper thermal limits for population 386 growth are almost always lower under variable conditions ( ADE < ADE ) ( Figure 3E ), and the 387 difference between ADE and ADE increases with increasing skewness (positive slope = 53.31, 388 95% CI: 39.77, 66.85) and standard deviation of SST (negative slope = -0.50, 95% CI: -0.57, -389 0.43) (Adjusted R 2 = 0.77, F 2,75 = 132.8, p < 0.001). 390 391 For all 89 species in the global dataset, the nonlinear averaging approach (presented here) and 392 the scale transition theory approach (see ESM, Appendix A) resulted in similar 'realized' TPCs 393 in variable environments ( Figure S4 ). Predicted critical temperatures, r max estimates, and 394 relationships shown in Figure 3 were all qualitatively consistent between the two approaches 395 ( Figures S4 and S5) indicating that scale transition theory, which makes use of parameters of 396 environmental variation rather than detailed time series, leads to similar predictions in the 397 datasets considered here. 398 399 Discussion 400
As climate changes worldwide, how temperature affects population growth is a critical link 401 between climate and species persistence in a changing world. One common approach to project 402 population abundance, persistence or fitness under future climate conditions is to apply 403 mathematical curves describing population growth rate over a range of temperatures (a TPC) 404 generated from controlled lab studies (e.g. [31] ). This approach relies on the assumption that 405
TPCs do not vary systematically with thermal variation. Here we tested this important 406 assumption and found that natural levels of environmental variability systematically change how 407 population growth depends on temperature. In our analysis of globally distributed phytoplankton 408 TPCs, we found that a variable thermal environment reduced critical upper mean temperatures 409 (T max ) for population persistence by up to 4°C, meaning that population growth in variable 410 conditions was much lower at warmer temperatures than would be predicted based on a TPC 411 generated under constant conditions. This thermal differential is substantial -the 4°C difference 412 in T max is on par with the magnitude of predicted temperature changes over the next 100 years 413
[32], suggesting that projections of TPCs used for future conditions may overestimate population 414 19 performance in warming climates. Other work has compared acute thermal physiological limits 415 (e.g. CT max , CT min ) to environmental temperatures at range limits to assess relative sensitivities 416 of range edges to warming (e.g. [3] ) yet the underlying nonlinear negatively-skewed thermal 417 performance curve expected for these ectotherms suggests that variability at warm range edges 418 will have a stronger effect on population persistence than variability at cold range edges. 419
Specifically, our findings suggest that approaches based on direct applications of lab-determined 420 critical temperatures may under-predict range edges at boundaries defined by cold temperatures, 421 and over-predict range edges at boundaries defined by warm temperatures. 422
423
We have shown experimentally that realized TPCs in variable environments differ from those in 424 constant environments, and that these differences are predicted qualitatively by Jensen's 425 inequality [8, 14] and quantitatively from nonlinear time averaging of performance over the TPC 426 [21] . Fluctuating temperatures changed several aspects of the 'realized' thermal performance 427 curve, including the mean temperature of optimal population growth ( ?@, ) and the maximum 428 growth rate ( ADE ) -effectively shifting the TPC toward lower temperatures and lower 429 population growth rates overall. Consistent with the argument that 'suboptimal' is optimal [13] , 430 we show both experimentally ( Figure 2B ) and theoretically (using empirical TPCs and in situ 431 temperatures; Figure 3D , F) that population growth rates are often lower under variable thermal 432 conditions relative to constant ones, and this negative effect of temperature variation is greatest 433 for populations living close to their thermal optima. However, in contrast to the common 434 assumption that environmental variation is always detrimental for population growth rates [12] , 435 our results suggest that populations living at mean temperatures in an accelerating part of the 436 TPC will benefit from environmental variation. Indeed, the T. tetrahele isolate used here was 437 20 collected at a location where mean annual temperatures are far colder than its ?@, , in the 438 accelerating portion of the negatively skewed TPC (at mean temperature = 6.92°C [29] ). In this 439 way, when TPCs have accelerating portions at the edges of the thermal niche, thermal variation 440 may allow population persistence in environments that would be too hot or cold under constant 441 conditions. 442
443
When we applied nonlinear averaging to estimate the growth rates of globally distributed 444 phytoplankton species, we found that the effect of variability of predicted phytoplankton thermal 445 performance depended strongly on the shape and skew of the TPC and the degree of thermal 446 variability in the oceans from which the phytoplankton originated. Previous approaches have, in 447 the absence of more complete datasets, assumed a certain shape to the reaction norm or TPC (i.e. 448 a Gaussian rise and a parabolic fall; [1]), thus forcing certain outcomes of variability. Here we 449 used a model that does not prescribe any particular shape (i.e. allows for fully decelerating 450 curves, or curves with accelerating portions, or any combination of decelerating and accelerating 451 portions), thus enabling a more complete exploration of the potential effects of temperature 452 variability on population performance. Importantly, empirical TPCs varied in skew, and whether 453 the TPC was positively-or negatively-skewed determined the direction of the shift between ?@, 454 and ?@, . The majority of the curves in the dataset were negatively skewed, and in these cases 455 variability shifted ?@, to colder temperatures. Negatively skewed TPCs are widely observed 456 across ectothermic taxa [15] , suggesting that the direction of the effects of thermal variability 457 observed in our experiment may be general across many ectothermic taxa and ecosystems. 458
Because the shape and skew of the TPC determine performance in variable environments, the 459 mechanisms that determine the shape of the thermal performance curve can have an important 460 21 influence on the outcome of thermal variability on population persistence. More studies of the 461 diversity of TPC shapes among species will elucidate the extent to which environmental 462 variability increases or decreases performance optima relative to constant lab conditions. 463
464
The mathematical tools we applied are generalizable to assessments and projections of biological 465 responses to environmental change and should replace the direct application of TPC parameters 466 based on constant conditions in the lab. In the absence of empirical temperature time series, 467 predictions made based on the mean and standard deviation of the temperature distribution may 468 provide a sufficiently accurate approach. We predicted similar effects of thermal variability on 469 population growth rates when these predictions were made using empirical time series of in situ 470 SST (Equation 1) and when using a Taylor approximation approach from scale transition theory 471 (See ESM, Equation S5, and Figures S4-5) . Indeed, most of the phytoplankton strains we studied 472 were isolated at locations with thermal regimes corresponding to portions of their TPCs lower in 473 temperature than the highly non-linear temperature ranges near T opt . 474
475
Our results, that performance in fluctuating environments can be predicted from TPCs generated 476 in constant conditions, differ from two previous attempts to predict individual somatic growth 477 rates in fluctuating environments based on TPCs generated in constant conditions [18, 19] . 478
Previous observations showed that short-term acute responses to diurnal temperature variation 479 were not predictable based on TPCs generated from chronic exposure to constant temperatures 480 over the course of development of an insect [19] and amphibian [18] . The predictions we made of in situ phytoplankton population growth rates should be interpreted 498 as first-order predictions, which do not incorporate long-term phenotypic responses to thermal 499 variability. Organisms may be able to acclimatize or adapt to fluctuating conditions over longer-500 term exposures [36] , with the potential to alter the shape and limits of the TPC during the time-501 course of environmental variability. The global predictions we make here should be viewed as 502 null models which do not incorporate long-term biological responses to environmental 503 variability, and should be tested empirically [6, 7] . To extend our predictions of time-averaged 504 growth rates at the isolation location temperatures to time-averaged growth rates over the whole 505 thermal niche, i.e. our visualization of a 'realized TPC', we had to assume a particular 506 23 distribution of temperatures around each hypothetical mean, and used the variation observed at 507 each isolation location as the residual variation around each putative mean temperature. This 508 assumption about temperature distributions is a simplification of real thermal regimes, which 509 likely show more complex patterns of variability and temporal autocorrelation, which can further 510 modify the effects of variability on populations [4] . Resource supply is also likely to covary with 511 temperature, potentially altering the outcomes of thermal variability on population growth rate. 512
Nevertheless, even in the simplest scenario of environmental variability, we predict significant 513 changes in realized mean TPC critical temperatures. 514
515
Understanding population responses to temperature now and into the future involves 516 understanding biological responses to changes in the full cassette of temperatures experienced -517
i.e. all the variation. Omitting the effects of environmental variation from population and species 518 distribution models may limit our ability to predict species' responses, particularly at the extreme 519 edges of their ranges, even if variability patterns remain unchanged. We show that the effects of 520 environmental variation can be predicted based on the shape of the functional relationship 521 between population growth and the environment, adding another tool to the kit for forecasting 522 species' responses to the environment in a changing world. 523 
